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PIXEL NFT Project

APY AND BUSD
REFLECTIONS
Imperial Finance the First HIGH APY and
BUSD REFLECTIONS crypto project. We
designed our contract to give it the
capabilities of TWO passive incomes. One in
our 156,924.2 % APY positive rebase every
min 1440 times a day. Two is our BUSD
Reflections which you can claim every hour
on our DAPP. Busd reflections are based off
of BUY and Sell volume. 6% from every buy
will be distributed back to the holders in
BUSD and 7% of every sell will do the same. If
you happen to not claim every hour it will
accumulate and you can claim when ever
you have time

The PIXEL NFT will be a place where you
can showcase your NFT/ART/PHOTOS
across a giant grid. Each square/pixel
will be yours to own. The project will
using Imperial's native token to
purchase. 70% of the purchases will go
directly into a locked wallet to hold the
price floor. 30% of it will go towards
product development. Once the collage
of all the pixels are filled we will auction
it off and profits from the project will be
shared amongst our holders.

Events and
Giveaways
We plan on holding events for
various products that launch. For
Example the Pixel NFT will go
through phases of marketing and
we hope to have our holders and
owners of the project attend using
their NFT as a ticket.

Marketplace
Imperial Marketplace is
where imperial tokens will
be accepted to buy goods.
We will be incorporating an
escrow service so payments
will be held until the buyer
gets their goods. This way
you wont need to sell or
convert to fiat but just
purchase from a line of
products.

Future...
The future for imperial is bright. We developed a double
passive income suitable for traders who are looking to
buy and hold. We have utilities that will keep coming. As
we grow we will create more and more products to
utilize the imperial ecosystem at its best. Be sure to join
the most promising project of 2022.

For more news and updates
Twitter - https://twitter.com/Imperialfinio.
Telegram - https://t.me/+ZW1_WtMj5O9kZTI5
Website - www.imperialfinance.io
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